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ABSTRACT: Ion profiles in polymer light-emitting electrochemical cells are known to
significantly affect performance and stability, but are not easily measured. Here, secondary ion
mass spectrometry is used to investigate ion profiles in both dynamic and chemically fixed
junction devices. Results indicate lower reversibility of dynamic junctions and a more
significant time delay for ion redistribution than previously expected, but confirm the complete
immobilization of ions in chemically fixed junction devices. When compared with prior studies
analyzing the electric field profiles in similar devices, these results help to elucidate the roles of
ion distribution and electrochemical doping in LECs.
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Semiconducting polymers are known to offer advantages
over conventional inorganic semiconductors, as they are

solution processable and are therefore compatible with more
cost-effective manufacturing processes.1−3 Another advantage is
the ability to conduct ions, an important property for a class of
emerging technologies known as ‘iontronic’ applications.4,5

Light-emitting electrochemical cells (LECs) are one example of
a device in which the active semiconducting polymer is blended
with an ionic material.6 When a voltage is applied, the ions
diffuse through the polymer layer and accumulate at the
electrode interfaces. This has the effect of reducing charge
injection barriers, either via electrochemical doping (with the
dissociated salts serving as counterions), or by the establish-
ment of a dipole field induced by the presence of
uncompensated ions concentrated at the electrode interfa-
ces.6−9

In traditional polymer LEC systems, inorganic salts such as
lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate (triflate) are often used. The
ions generated from the dissociation of the salt in such systems
remain mobile provided that the device is operated at or above
the glass transition temperature of the supporting electrolyte,
resulting in ion profiles that are dynamic. Specifically, ions
accumulate with higher density at the electrodes when higher
voltages are applied; similarly if the voltage is removed or
reversed, the ion profile will relax or reestablish at the opposite
electrodes, respectively. It is well-established that the ion
profiles in electrochemical devices are an important factor in
determining ultimate device performance and stability. For
example, high applied voltages in these mobile systems lead to
large ion concentrations at the electrodes and potentially
increased degradation due to overdoping and electrochemical
side reactions, particularly for ionic liquid based systems.10−18

In addition, the dynamic nature of the ion profile leads to

emission zones that shift with the magnitude of the applied
voltage, leading to challenges realizing effective and well-
controlled multilayer systems.19−21

In addition to the potential instability and limited control
associated with dynamic junctions, the relaxation of established
ion profiles with removal of external bias in these LECs leads to
impractically long turn-on times and disallows the use of these
systems in photovoltaic applications. Therefore, fixed junction
LECs, or LECs in which the ions are immobilized following the
establishment of an appropriate distribution, have been
explored.5,22−29 Several strategies for achieving a fixed junction
have been presented in the literature. Recently, we demon-
strated the synthesis of a novel polymerizable ionic liquid (PIL)
for application to fixed junction LECs.27 PILs are organic salts
with a polymerizable moiety that have a melting point below
100 °C, and belong to a class of ion-paired monomers (IPMs)
that have been demonstrated as promising candidates for
chemically fixed junction LECs.28,29 It is believed that a
covalent bond is formed in situ between the IPM and the
polymer during the initial electrochemical doping event,
immobilizing the counterions and thereby creating a chemically
fixed junction.28−30 Current−voltage curves are the primary
evidence that ion distributions remain stable in fixed junction
devices, as they are typically rectified for fixed junction devices
but symmetric for dynamic junctions. Scanning kelvin probe
microscopy (SKPM) studies have also shown that for dynamic
Li triflate devices, potential profiles return to equilibrium very
quickly following electrode grounding, whereas fixed-junction
IPM devices maintain their potential profiles.30−32 Although
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the formation of truly fixed junctions in IPM-based devices
have therefore been confirmed, the correlation between
electrical properties and ion profiles has not been fully
established. Further, to what extent the established ion
distribution in a working device depends on the charging
voltage is not known.
Understanding ion profiles in LECs is clearly important for

further development of the technology, including not only
traditional conjugated polymer-based dynamic and fixed
junction systems, but also systems such as transition metal
based small molecule ionic devices and ion-functionalized
conjugated polymer or polyelectrolyte based systems in which
the factors governing ionic motion may be fundamentally
different from the systems studied here.24,33−39 While a general
correlation between ion profiles and device performance in
LECs is well established, currently little is known directly about
how ions move and precisely how they accumulate in working
devices. However, because direct profiling of ion distributions
in organic films is very difficult, previous studies have relied on
indirect evidence of the spatial distribution of ions within the
polymer, such as evidence of electrochemical doping or profiles
of the electric field. Although these measurements will indicate
the presence or absence of unpaired counterions, they will not
provide information about counterion concentration, nor the
possible presence of nondissociated ions, though these factors
are important for device performance. Here we are able to
directly measure the spatial profiles of ions in LECs measured
after ion relaxation using time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). In SIMS, by sputtering the sample
with a focused ion beam and monitoring the secondary ions, a
depth profile of system components can be obtained. SIMS has
already been established as a successful method for character-
izing organic devices, specifically interface composition, layer
and phase mixing, and decompostition.40−42 In this work, we
study ion profiles for LECs using both Li triflate and the PIL
allyltrioctylammonium allylsulfonate (ATOA-AS) in order to
understand the reversibility and voltage-dependent ion
distributions in these systems.
LECs were made in the traditional vertical sandwich-style

configuration so that SIMS would provide a mapping along the
ion profiles within the device (Figure 1a). Two types of
materials systems were studied, a blue-emitting spiro
triphenyldiamine (TPD) copolymer with a lithium triflate/
trimethylolpropane ethoxylate (TMPE) electrolyte, and a
green-emitting polyphenylenevinylene (PPV)/ polyfluorene
(PF) copolymer with an ATOA-AS electrolyte.10 Voltages of
5−15 V were applied to devices under inert atmosphere, with
the ITO serving as anode when positively biased, for 1−3 min.
This voltage application initiates the ion migration and
electrochemical doping and is referred to as “charging” the
device. After device charging, the SIMS measurement is
performed a minimum of 2 h after charging, limited by the
experimental setup procedure. Sputtering was performed
through the active area of each pixel, beginning at the gold
electrode and continuing through the polymer layer to the ITO
electrode. For positive ion depth profiling, electrodes were
identified as regions containing high counts of Au+ or 113In+

ions, whereas the polymer layer was distinguished by C+, H+,
and Li+ ions (Figure 1b). For negative ion depth profiling,
electrodes were detected with Au− and SnO2

− ions, and the
polymer layer by C−, H−, and the cation marker CN− (Figure
1c). In this way, the spatial boundaries of the polymer layer
could be determined, and a fractional depth was calculated to

normalize the x-axis for comparison across different device
measurements. Because the cation of lithium triflate is the only
lithium-containing compound in the dynamic junction LEC
and the cation of ATOA-AS in the only nitrogen-containing
compound in the fixed junction LEC, Li+, and CN− were used
as unique identifiers for the cations in our dynamic and fixed
junction LECs, respectively. Anion detection was attempted for
both electrolyte systems through the mapping of S−; however,
the signal-to-noise for this measurement was too low to draw
reliable conclusions. Future experiments will include attempting
to measure alternative anion markers for these systems.
Interestingly, for Li+ devices, the intrinsic profile shows

higher concentrations of the cation on the ITO side of the
device prior to charging, which could be the result of the salt
accumulating toward the substrate during spin-casting.
However, given that this apparent buildup appears to a lesser
extent in other scans as well, it may instead be caused by
changes in the detection rate that take place at the interface
with the ITO electrode. Although this issue currently inhibits
our ability to quantitatively analyze ion profiles as a function of
depth in the device, we found the measured profiles to be
highly reproducible. Therefore, we restrict our attention to
sample-to-sample changes in peak intensity for the purposes of
this study. Li+ profiles for pixels charged under forward bias

Figure 1. (a) Device schematic including sputtered section of the
active area, and ion counts as a function of time (indicating depth) for
(b) positive and (c) negative ions. Both scans were carried out on
uncharged devices.
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reveals a systematic buildup with increasing voltage along the
cathode (Au) that persists for at least two hours after charging
(Figure 2a). The narrow profile along the electrode is in good

agreement with previous studies.21,30 However, the measurable
retension of the cation buildup after over 2 h following removal
of the external bias is somewhat surprising. A delayed SIMS
measurement using a pixel charged 12 h prior (labeled ‘12 V
delay’) shows a near intrinsic profile, indicating that the
junction is indeed dynamic, but that the redistribution of ions
occurs very slowly after bias removal. Further, measurements
on devices that had been sequentially charged under forward
followed by reverse bias were performed for Li triflate LECs
(Figure 2b). Results indicate that the cations built up from the
first charging step do not fully redistribute even under reverse
bias, rather the cations build up at both electrodes while
depleting from the center of the polymer layer.
In addition to the study of lithium triflate based dynamic

junction devices, we studied cation profiles in ATOA-AS based
fixed junction devices that were charged approximately 12 h
prior to performing SIMS. PIL LECs behave similarly to Li
triflate LECs during forward bias charging, with a systematic
cation buildup (indicated by detection of the CN− ion) at the
Au cathode with increased charging voltage, and visible
depletion of cations at the ITO anode (Figure 3a). However,
unlike for the Li triflate devices, the cation profile in PIL
devices persists over 12 h after bias removal as well as after
application of a reverse bias (Figure 3b). No noticeable buildup
of cations at the ITO following application of reverse bias
indicates that within the sensitivity of this measurement, the
initial charging fully immobilized all cations in the device.

These results confirm that the fixation of the junction occurs
together with immobilization of the ions as previously
suggested in the literature.27 Reverse bias experiments confirm
that cation buildup is always at the cathode and fixation occurs
regardless of poling direction (Figure 3c). These results also
show that the ion profiles established depend on the charging
voltage even in the case of fixed junction devices, and suggest
that fine-tuning of device performance may potentially be
achieved through adjustments to charging procedure.
The results obtained here are particularly interesting in light

of SKPM measurements reported by Pingree et al. and
Rodovsky et al.30,32 Results from those studies indicated that
the voltage drop during charging in Li triflate LECs at the
cathode reverts to the intrinsic state within one minute after the
bias is removed. However, our results indicate that ion profiles
even in lithium triflate devices take hours to relax to the
intrinsic state. While these studies were performed with slightly
different materials and device geometries, comparison of these
results suggest that the observed rapid relaxation of the electric
potential profile may not be correlated primarily to the
migration/relaxation of the cations following bias removal. It

Figure 2. Relative intensities of the Li+ cation as a function of
fractional depth into the polymer layer of Li triflate LECs as a function
of charging voltage, (a) for devices charged under using a forward bias
and (b) for devices charged first under forward bias followed by
charging under reverse bias. Scans taken approximately 2−3 h after
charging except where noted. Inset shows molecular structure of Li
triflate.

Figure 3. Relative intensities of the CN− ion, a marker for the PIL
cation, as a function of fractional depth into the polymer layer of PIL
LECs as a function of charging voltage, (a) for devices charged using a
forward bias, (b) for devices charged first under forward bias followed
by charging under reverse bias, and (c) for devices charged under
reverse bias. Scans taken approximately 12 h after charging. Inset
shows the molecular structure of ATOA-AS.
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is possible, as some studies have suggested,43,44 that highly
localized n-doping does in fact occur in these devices, and that
the observed relaxation of the electric potential profile
correlates more directly to the reversal of this doping profile
rather than to the redistribution of cations. For the IPM based
devices explored in the study discussed above, both the electric
potential and doping profiles are observed to remain fixed over
much longer time scales.
In conclusion, using ToF-SIMS, we have measured directly

the transient counterion profiles for cations in both Li triflate
and PIL-based LECs. Our results are in good agreement with
previous LEC studies, confirming the dynamic nature of Li
triflate and the immobilization of counterion profiles for
chemically fixed junction devices. For Li triflate LECs, results
indicate a much slower redistribution of ions than previously
assumed. For PIL LECs, the presence of a fixed junction is
confirmed by the immobilization of the ion after initial poling
even following application of a reverse bias. This technique may
be used as a complementary characterization technique for
understanding the depth profiles of ions in LECs and other
devices for which the ionic carriers play a critical role.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

For Li triflate LECs, the salt was mixed with trimethylolpropane
ethoxylate (TMPE) and Merck livilux polymer at a mass ratio
of 0.025:0.075:1, respectively. Solvent used was 10 wt %
cyclohexanone in chlorobenzene; the final solution being 1 wt
% polymer mixture in solvent. TMPE and Li triflate were
supplied by Aldrich and used as received. For PIL LECs,
ATOA-AS and ADS 108GE polymer (American Dye Source,
Inc.) were mixed at a mass ratio of 0.375:1 respectively. The
mixture was dissolved at 4.5 wt % in chlorobenzene. The
ATOA-AS was prepared as previously described.10 Films were
made by spin-casting the polymer solutions onto ITO coated
substrates at 4000 rpm to a thickness of 100−200 nm, and then
annealed under nitrogen for 1 h at ∼80 °C. The films were then
dried under vacuum at 1 × 10−6 Torr overnight in a thermal
evaporator before 40 nm thick Au electrodes were deposited.
After a brief period in ambient conditions (<10 min), devices
were transferred to a nitrogen atmosphere glovebox. Devices
were constructed at Western Washington University (WWU)
and then transported under inert conditions to the Environ-
mental Molecular Science Laboratory (EMSL) at Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). Both device charging
(under inert atmosphere) and SIMS measurements were
carried out at EMSL using a variety of procedures as described
above. ToF-SIMS measurements were carried out at EMSL
using a TOF.SIMS 5 spectrometer (IONTOF GmbH,
Germany). A dual beam depth profiling strategy was
performed. A 1.0 keV O2

+ sputtering beam was used for
positive ion depth profiling, and a 1.0 keV Cs+ sputtering beam
was used for negative ion depth profiling. The sputtering beams
were scanned over a 300 μm × 300 μm area. A 25 keV Bi+

analysis beam was used for data collection, and it was scanned
over a 100 μm × 100 μm area at the center of the sputter crater.
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